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Abstract

The forces experienced by a bend in a pipe when a pool of water

upstream is cleared by a rush of air have _een measured. These forces -re

found to be negiigible as long as a transition to slug flow does not occur. This

transition does not occur as long as the maximum liquid fraction in the pool is

tess _,lan 20%. The forces experienced aE the bend are greatly reduced if the

si'ag has traveled more than 6 L/D's, a distance which is more that, sufficient to

insure that the slug has entrained air.

The effect of an upstream expansion on the force experienced by the

bend as a cleared air-water p!ag passes through it has also been measured. A

conse_ative estimate of the maximum force can be made by assuming thai: the

ptug is composed entirely of liquid and moves at the mixture veiocitv

characteristic of the small pipe. The measured maximum force decreases

rapidly with increasing distance.

These measurements wiLI heip in, designing piping supports for [ines

which cannot be properiy sloped or are downs_re_rn of a pressure relief valve.



List of symbols

Ax pipe cross-sectional area

D* dimensionless length traveled, defined in equation (2)

DI small pipe diameter

Da large pipe diameter

F measured force

Fmax measured maximum force

F* dimensio_.ess force

I impuise defined in equation (6)

In nominal impulse, see equation (7)

[* dimensionless impulse, see equation (8)

L length of pipe

L s slug lengr_h

Lsl length of slug in small pipe

Ls2 length of slug in large pipe

t t_e

t n nominal slug passage time, see equation (4)

t* dimensionless passage time, see equation _5)

s siug votume

Vn nominal gas velocity.

Vs volume of the slug

fl liquid density.



INTRODUCTION

Improperly sloped drain lines, vent. lines leading from relief valves
which have a water seal, and vents which pass both steam and water often
experience large transient forces when the flow through them changes from
steam to water or water to steam. In order to size the supports for these lines.
it is necessary to have some method of estimating what these forces are. This

paper addresses the question of how to design a piping system so that these
forces are minimized and how to estimate these forces for an existing system.
The bounds we have identified on these forces will also assist in identifying the

cause of a failed piping support.

At the eesig-n stage, there are several steps that can be taken to eliminate
or mitigate the transient forces experienced as pools of Iiquid are cleared from
a pipe. The valve can be stroked slowly enou_h_, so that the velocity, durin,_=

clearing is acceptably low. The pipe can be made large enough so that the
clearing velocity is always so low that the resulting forces are acceptable. The
best solution is ro slope the pipes, if possible:, so that pools of liquid cannot
accumuiate. In any case, criteria needed for the design of a reliable piping

:?stem with respect to these transients are presented.

The procedures advanced in this work: will build on those proposed in
reference 1 in two directions. First we shai1 consider how to estimate the forces

on a bend resulting from clearing a pool with a given depth upstream of a bend.
Second, we shall describe the results of some su_'ey experiments addressed to

the question of how the forces experienced by a bend are affected by an
upstream expansion. The details of each apparatus, a number of examples of
the force-time traces measured, and a description of the general observations

made in the course of these experiments are all]contained in reference (12).

POOL CLEARING EXPERIMENTS

The apparatus used to determine the force-time reiation for clearing a

pool of water which has coLtected in a dip i:n a pipe is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Experimental apparatus for the pool ciearing experiments



The only significant difference between this apparatus and that reported in

reference (1) is the geometry of _e poo[. Rather than confining the liquid to a

sharp, deep trap the water was contained in a dipped section I0 ft. (3.04 mt

long in which the middle 8 ft: (2.43 m) was horizontal. The dip was one

diameter deep. The pipe itself was .75 inches i 1.9 cm) LD.

The test section discharged into a free standing el1 which was supported

on a force transducer the output of which was read into a data acquisition

system. In addition to the force-time trace the pressure-time trace from a

pressure transducer installed just after the orifice, as shown in Figure I, was
also recorded.

Figure 2a shows a sample force-time trace and 2b a pressure-time trace

from this setup. The peak force and the impulse were both taken, from the
force-time trace.

The rough shape of the force time curve, of which Figure la is _ypical.

indicates that the ideal slug model is incomplete. The water is actually

distributed as a series of short slugs separated by bu:b0[es. [n spite of this, the

pressure-time trace, Figure 2b, is smooth. There is no sudden ,elease of air

when the plug of liquid clears the bend, rather the pressure is released gradually
and smooth!v as the mass bet'_,een the transducer and the bend is reduced and

the effective wali roug.h.ness decreases.

Before presenting the composite plot showing ai1 the data. the

frm-nework for the presentation will be presented.

RESULTS

1,

The data was reduced using the same framework as that ",_hich was

deveIoped in reference I. Before the air is turned on, the water is in the form

of a pool such as illustrated in Figure 3. For the purpose of calcuiating the

effective siug lengr.h it is assumed that. no matter how shallow the pool, the
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water is concentrated in the middle of the pool as a slug of length k s as given bF'

the equation I.

gs

• Ls : A--_ ( i )

This slug is assumed to be centered at the middle of the pool for the purpose of
calculating how far it has to travel to get to the bend. The number of L/ID's
which the slug must travel to get to the bend is, from Figure 3b,

L
D* - -- (2)

-- Ls

where L is the distance from the upstream end of the slug to the bend.

The calculated peak force is based upon the assumption that a slug of
100% liquid of length Ls passes around the bend at the nominal velocity of the

air which is clearing the pipe. This quantity can be used to define a
dirnensioedess peak force.

Fmax

F* = pVn2Ax (3)

Figure 4 shows how the measured maximum (dimensionless) weak force

varies with clearing velocity and initiai pool depth. Typical force-time traces
for several different initial pooi depths are atso shown, as smali inserts, on
Figure 4. It is obvious that ti-,e low void fractions give little or no measurable
force at the bend as the pipe clears. This is primarily because a transition to
slug flow cannot occur unless the liquid fraction is greater then 20%.

Much of the systematic variation shown on Figure 4 can be eliminated
by p!.onmg the data using the coordinates F* vs D*. Figure 5 shows this. When
treated this way the results are similar to those observed in reference I. After a
slug has traveled about 5 L/D's, the amount of entrained air becomes so large

11
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Figure 3 Schematic of the pool and slug geomer.ry. The slug is centered
where the pool is and L is measured from the upstream end of the
ideal sl.ug
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Figure 4 Dimensionless peak force as a fl.mction of initial LI¢,,,ld fraction.
with _picaI force-time traces for stratified wavy, large-wavecL.ann= velockies are
s_atified wavy, and slug flow. The nominal _. • c,

as shown.
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chat the obser_'ed maximum force is greatly reduced. By 6 L/D's the force is

negUgible. The scatter is larger t_an that of reference (l) but the limits of r_he

range is about the same.

After obtaining the maximum force, it is sometimes desirable to have a

method of estimating how long it acts on the piping system. The same "blue

water" model used for describing the peak force can be used to describe the

duration. A dimensionless time t* and a dimensionless impulse may be defined
as follows. The nominal time is

V s

tn = VnAx (4)

The dimensionless time then becomes

t
t_" = -- (51)

tn

The "t" is determined from force-time traces such as shown as inaerts on Figure
4.

An impulse is defined as the integral of the force-time curve

I - .[ Fdt (6)

T'ne nominal impulse as a slug passes around the bend is

In = pVn2 Ax tn (7)

The dimensionless impuise is then

]" Fdt

I* = IDVn-'_Ax. tn ' (,8)



When the points recorded on Figure 5 are treated in this way, we find
considerable scatter but weil defined bounds for the readings. Figure 6 shows
how the two quantities I* and t* vary. Because of air entrainment, the actual
passage time is greater than the nominal estimate while the actual impulse
ma=_nirade is about halved. The acmat impulse is always less than the nominal
because liquid left behind drains slowly as a film or drops exerts a force on rho
bend which is imperceptible. Some of the impulse is lost. if you witl, because:
the instruments are too insensitive in the low range.

It is obvious from looking a: the trace cartoons on Figures (2) and (_
that there is a lot of derail in the force-dme traces that a simple, square force-
rime trace wilI not capture. This detail isn't easily described however, so that
we ar_. onty recommending that a maximum impulse which half Lhe ideal and
duration wtaich is twice the ideal be used. These are generally conservative
recommendations.

There are really two classes of problems to which this work is
addressed, designing to eliminate the problem and, trying to understand what
has happened after an accident with an existing system.

As tar as designing a system, it makes far more sense to eliminate Lhe

possibility of a pool of water forming in a pipe rather than it does to
a::r.ommodare it. IncIining the pipe so tha_ it will drain property, under ai1
circumstances, is always the best if it can be done.

When _oubleshooting, on r.he other hand, the initial pool depth caxl ortly
be estimated. The bounds on the impulse that is to be expected from clearing
_e pool are all one can really use. This is because r_heimtiai pool conditions
and often the steam (or air) flow rare are also in doubt and bounding

calculations are all that can be justified. Figures (5) aid (6) provide about aLI

1
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the information that is useful when trying to determine why the supports on a

vent or d_in pipe were damaged when starting a steam system up.



THE EFFECT OF SECTION CHANGE ON THE FORCE EXPERIENCED
DURING PIPE CLEARING

The apparatus illustrated in Figure 7 was constructed to see what effect
a section change would have on the forces experienced by a bend downstream of
an expansion. Pressure relief valves are often followed by larger diameter
pipes so a section change of this kind has some important applications.

Reference 2 presents some typicai data. Le its general shape it's very
much iike the data shown on Figure 4 of this paper. Rather than presen_ these
force-time traces, we shag go right to the correlated resuks which are shown on
Figure 8. In order to construct this figure, a conscious effort was made to fit
the results of these experiments into the framework of reference (1). Though
the scatter is considerable the same generaI kind of behavior found in references
(1) and (2) for uniform diameter pipes was found here. An upper limit of the
force exerted by a pIug of liquid passing around the bend was found. Ic is the
force exert:cd by pure liquid moving at the nominal veIocity. After traveling
more than 6 L/D's, a rapid decrease in the force exerted on the bend was
observed. These results are quite similar to those found in reference (IL).

In order to understand these resuits it is necessary, to define the terms

used on Figures. As before,

F* = - max (8)
9Vn2Ax

There are now, however, two choices for evaluating the Vn and the Ax. We

could use either the Iarge pipe or the smalI. Close to the section change, the
small pipe makes the most sense. Once the flow has become fully developed,
however, using the large pipe makes the most sense. For data behind Figure 8,
the Ieft hand axis uses the 1.75 inch (;t.4_, cm) ID pipe while the right hand axis

uses the .75m (1.90 cre) [D pipe ta calculate F*. As can be seen on Figure 8
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al

using the small pipe diameter always gives a conservative prediction for L/D's
greater than 6.

The D* on Figure 8 is evaluated by summing up the L/D's from the
original Ieft hand interface location to the bend as shown on Figure 7. The
L/D's for the small and large sections are simply summed up. To be precise,

calcuIate a nominal slug length using the volume of liquid and the cross
sectional area of the section of pipe in question. That is, for the smaLt pipe.
instance.

'I_)s

Lsl - Axt (9)

The D* then becomes

D* " LI " L-_
mali pipe . _ge pipe

On reflection, it is obvious that uhis method of treating the data cannot
capture all the physics. The drop in measured force occurring at about a D* of

6 is only partly due to the penetration of the liquid slug by the nose of the
advancing air. Part of this drop is due also to the drop in average liquid
velocity due to the establishment of the new, fully developed vetocity profile.
Without detailed measurements and a well defined section change geometry,
how long this takes to happen is not predictable. In the experiments reported
here, the siug of liquid emerged from the .75 in ID pipe horizontally and
dropped to the bottom of the 1.75 inch ID pipe under the action of gravity,. Had
the slug been directed differently or the pipe verticaiIy oriented, for instance
the distance for the velocity redistribution to occur wouid probably have been

different. If the smai1 pipe were in fact a valve, a very disturbed jet can be
expected to emerge from it. These measurements are, therefore, not definitive

but only samples of what can be expected in a geometry of this t,-we.
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Figure $ Dimensionless peak forcevs.dispersiondistance-leftaxisusing
the 1.75" lD pipe in equation (8) and right axis using the .75" lD

pipe



FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Methods of estimating the force exerted on a bend bF creating a pool of

liquid wh,ch is upstream of the bend have been put forr.h using a previously
proposed framework.

For a pipe of constant diameter, assume ali the liquid is in the form of a

cylindrical plug centered where the pooI is centered. That plug moving at the
nominal gas velocity will exert a force on the bend as it passes around it. Tb_at
force is generally a little larger than that observed. Once that ideal plug has
traveled more than 6 times its length, the gas has advanced far enough into it so

that the measured force drops very, rapidly.

If the original pool occupies less than 20% of the pipe cross sectional
area, the force on the bend is negligible because a slug never has a chance to
form.

If _ere is a section increase in the pipe before the bend, the maximum

force and the distance traveled by the slug _fore that force drops to negtigible

tevets are quite similar to those of a constant diameter pipe.
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